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I. ESSAY

INTRODUCTION

The very notion of higher education in a democratic society\(^1\) decrees that college campuses be a protected arena for the free exchange of ideas. Public colleges and universities are particularly susceptible to the push and pull of social forces as they seek to form communities where consent and dissent are alike valued, where individual and minority rights are fostered alongside efforts to exercise leadership and to gain majority agreement. As college campuses open themselves to the winds of change and controversy within the wider society—from the neighborhood to the global setting—administrators gain new forms of responsibility. Traditional administrative roles require reexamination. \(\text{R}^2\)ooling is necessary to fit new styles—and values—of "product:..."\(^2\)

Out of the student protests of the 1960's has emerged a new appreciation of "student rights," some of it \(\text{gendered}\) or sustained by court action. "Faculty rights" are also in the picture now, partly for similar reasons, partly because the hiring boom of the 1960's is over and the financial squeeze is on, and partly as a result of the rapid growth of collective bargaining in public employment. Words about "management rights" have always been powerfully present in American higher education but are taking on different meanings within the new context.

My aim here is to share some reflections on uses of law in campus decision-making. In doing so, I shall concentrate on questions of "student rights," indeed largely on the legal and philosophical backgrounds of these questions. Students come to college right out of the community those institutions are supposed to serve; almost all are now of voting age; most of them are of "the new generation" coming up; and the courts have recently addressed a sizeable body of consti-

\(^1\) John Dewey's Democracy and Education (New York: Macmillan, 1916; pb. 1966, 378 p.) is still the finest treatise on this general subject, though other related works—Schools for Tomorrow, The Public and its Problems, Individualism Old and New, Liberalism and Social Action, and many others—are more readable.

\(^2\) Terry O'Banion (Bibliography #36, p. 659) has argued that overcoming the dominant industrial model of academic production is the major issue facing community colleges in the 1970's. Compare similar concerns within the literature on academic bargaining and the excellent historical study of Raymond E. Callahan, Education and the Cult of Efficiency: A Study of the Social Forces That Have Shaped the Administration of the Public Schools (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962, x, 273 p.).
tutional law to their situation. If these reasons were not enough to lead administrators and faculty and trustees to consider the subject, the increasing possibility of meeting students in court might do the trick for a few. Above all these reasons, there is the matter of "rights," as such, which the changing student scene grants us fresh opportunity to consider.

College law is a complicated and growing field, over which I would not pretend to have an attorney's expertise but present only that of a social philosopher concerned to explore the interface between education and law. In addition to the disciplinary issues that have dominated the literature, there are also important legal aspects of issues regarding financing, student aid, tuition matters, admission policies, segregation, sex discrimination, state systems, state control over private colleges, marketing of term papers, athletics, local voting rights of students, and regulation of campus radio stations—all of which have had some attention in the courts and in the legal periodicals over the past few years. From the student sit-in at Berkeley in 1964 to the closing of several colleges and universities in 1970, attention was largely focussed on student protest and student discipline. Now student leaders, as well as administrators, have a clearer idea of what actions are permitted under law, and they are more likely to work at changing traditional systems from within, if at all. The question of student rights has therefore grown beyond the issues of student discipline.

Meanwhile, experiments with increased student involvement in campus governance continue—moving from the traditional model of participation chiefly as an educational experience to that of power delegated within separate jurisdictions to that of genuine mutual participation with others. At present, student voting is low almost everywhere, mostly ranging from three to thirty percent of the student body. Membership on academic committees is widespread. Here and there students sit on administrative committees as well. The sense of commitment and involvement is nevertheless low. Part of the reason is that, frankly, their elders do not know how to include them effectively within the standard patterns of governance and that faculty are feeling their own pressures, their own relative lack of power. As continuing education becomes a more prominent feature of college life, the presence of older students is beginning to alter this picture. College administration, if not college law, will undoubtedly have to shunt some old habits aside in order to meet the new situation. In the community colleges a special challenge is presented in that many of the students are older, commute, work, and have primary ties outside the college. How can they be helped to feel that they belong to an ongoing community? Are there ways in which they can share responsibility for some aspects of its governance? These types of question are now of the essence.

3. See Bibliography #1-4 and the Index. These more specialized subjects are also, in large part, omitted from the Bibliography.
Some students are still early adolescents in mentality. Others are relatively mature and experienced adults. The law covers—but, as we shall see, only barely covers—them all.

Outline

The discussion falls into three parts:

I. Law and Morality in the Open Society
II. Legal, Institutional and Moral Rights
III. Guidelines for Administrative Decisions Concerning Students

Each briefly introduces a distinct yet interlocking area of concern by pointing out some of the major features further inquiry would have to take into account. The essay is also intended to supplement the bibliography that follows. Thus bibliographical items are occasionally referred to by number.

I. LAW AND MORALITY IN THE OPEN SOCIETY

Traditions of academic freedom support the contemporary quest for an open society and are qualified by that quest. For the sake of brevity, an open society may be defined, in largely negative terms, as one in which there is a minimum of secrecy in public affairs and of dishonesty in public communication, a minimum restriction of economic and educational opportunity to any member, a minimum of doctrinaire public policy, and a minimum of political control over social behavior—all consistent with a maximum of social commitment to individual rights.

Like most definitions, this one does not solve any practical problems. It does begin to indicate, however, how complex the major problems we face actually are and to suggest some modes of approaching them. On campus, the notion of an open society presents us with ideals of communal involvement rather than paternalistic, authoritarian rule, ideals of maturing responsibility for and toward individual freedom rather than childish dependence, ideals of shared decision-making, of open, honest and fair dealings with conflict, of seeking each other's good. To make the campus an advance post of the open society entails recognizing that people have immediate self-interests and tend to act on these interests, but it also holds up the expectation that every group of participants will strive for a more mature, rational regard for self and others in their common life. The way ethical values find expression on campus today will undoubtedly have profound effects on leadership styles in tomorrow's society.
Public Problems

What can campus administrators who have come to feel the tremendous force of that connection between today's campus and tomorrow's society do?

Many of the crucial problems we face within our "post-industrial" society arise from the need for a high degree of social organization and political control so that creative new opportunities can open up for the individual, for diverse segments of the society, and for the society as a whole—not only American but worldwide. Yet these complex social and political arrangements also have regressive effects. In microcosm, the same is true on campus. Ironically, reformers are still having to spend their energy on securing basic freedoms by legal and external means—and necessarily so—at the very moment in history when humane survival would seem to depend very largely upon the moral and internal commitments of our leaders. Nowhere, in my view, are the effects more telling than on our college campuses.

The growth of public morality unmistakably draws from the directives and constraints of law, just as law has in part emerged out of conventional morality and in part protects it. Public morality fails, in my view, as the law becomes the sole determinant of conscience. Suppose, for example, that administrative decisions on campus were made simply on the basis of laws and regulations. This arrangement would tend to support a chiefly prudential, pre-moral way of dealing with problems, because legal conditions can never be sufficiently broad, rational, specific or complex to cover every circumstance. One would be thrown back, again and again, upon questions of competing interests; and one's principal aim would probably be to see to it that a particular set of interests wins. What I am arguing is that although we require the guiding structure of law to compose our affairs, we need morality even more. And here I set store not on proposing a particular set of moral principles but on taking a moral point of view.

When we take the moral context seriously, knowing and using the law takes on greater rather than less significance. Public employment bargaining, for example, is under certain conditions either mandated or permitted by law in several states. In a few of these states, elaborate provisions are made—among other things—to assure that constitutional rights are observed, that practices are fair, and that there is recourse to outside experts when discussions bog down. Well over three hundred institutions of higher education now include faculty and other academic staff in collective bargaining over wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of employment. The laws and regulations governing collective bargaining are essential to its success; however, they can only provide some structure and guidelines for doing this work. They cannot prescribe how relationships will develop across the table or between bargaining sessions. Yet precisely these relationships—conceived especially in moral terms, as I see it—are what makes the bargaining work well as a method of utilizing conflict to reach agreement. In this instance, the law serves humane ends (sometimes the law
subverts them); but it is not enough to assure morally appropriate action.

Two Kinds of Covenant

Two principal ideas of "covenant" had arisen by the twelfth century B.C. in the ancient Near East. Roughly described, one was dictated by the conqueror or king, enforced by coercion, sealed by detailed legalistic instruments or decrees. The other, developed to its high point among the people of Israel, centered on the rule of laws that were very simply and broadly stated (the Decalogue plus a few others). It depended chiefly upon a communal relationship of mutual commitment and trust. Reliance upon the communal type of covenant enabled pre-monarchical Israel to grow by the tenth century from a few hundred persons escaping bondage in Egypt to a free, diverse and thriving international community, incorporating people out of every conceivable background into its common life. Israel soon experienced the ossifying of communal spirit through dependence on administrative authority and on the ever more detailed letter of the law. Indeed, the dilemma was virtually inescapable, as is now true in our own more complex society: achieve clarity by attending to the letter of the law or attain moral graciousness and trust by grasping the spirit of the law. The way out, I believe, is to let each process qualify the other. Legal clarity achieved without understanding the moral spirit that pervades the basic statements of constitutional rights, for example, becomes an unwholesome burden. Rhetorical subscription to rights without attention to the details tends to subvert those very rights.


5. The work of George E. Mendenhall has been particularly helpful to me in considering these relations. See especially his classic study, Law and Covenant in Israel and the Ancient Near East (Pittsburgh: Biblical Colloquium, 1955, 50 p.), where he distinguishes between suzerainty treaties and parity treaties, and The Tenth Generation: The Origins of the Biblical Tradition (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973, xviii, 248 p.). The special covenantal relation of Israel was, of course, also a religious one, to Yahweh. The influence of various religious and pseudo-religious covenants upon the American polity is still not well understood by educators or by legal scholars.
II. LEGAL, INSTITUTIONAL AND MORAL RIGHTS

After articulating a list of basic rights, subsequently further secured by amendments to the U.S. Constitution, the U.S. Bill of Rights states: "the enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people" (Art. IX). It has, in fact, become a generally acknowledged responsibility within public institutions not only (a) not to impede the exercise of certain rights but (b) to promote their recognition, (c) to maintain the necessary conditions that will enable the claims to be met, and (d) to provide opportunity for their further fulfillment. The distinctive character of a public institution is displayed in the mixture of these responses that it offers to valid claims that are or could be placed upon its services.

Student Rights

What rights? What is meant by "a right" in this context? On the campus scene, the term "student rights" means several things, and all are important. It means (a) constitutional and other legal rights, (b) rights to participation within the institution, and (c) human rights. Sometimes it also means (d) the supposed right to special consideration "as an individual person," which transcends even the high moral claim attached to human rights and which may not, in the strict sense, be a right at all but a license or privilege. Not surprisingly, these categories are often misunderstood, confused and conflated by persons on all sides. Well they might be, for the subject of rights is extremely complicated and fuzzy, and it is difficult to think about.

To help clarify what some of the major practical issues concerning student rights may be, I shall make several statements about "rights" and offer brief explanations. Every one of these statements is open to objections, which cannot be met here; but they do reflect the well-considered investigations of many contemporary philosophers and legal scholars and, I believe, present a cohesive, workable position.

6. I can only offer broad brush strokes in this context. At several points, I have drawn from Joel Feinberg's outstanding account in his Social Philosophy (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1973, xii, 126 p.). Papers by William K. Frankena and Gregory Vlastos in Social Justice, within a fine set of essays edited by Richard B. Brandt (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1962, vi, 169 p.), are also helpful in clarifying the concept of a "right." In most respects, though by no means all, my own account squares with those of Feinberg, Frankena and Vlastos. I am not sure whether any of them would wholly accept my notion of levels.
Rights

1. A "right," in the strict sense that has probably derived from legal systems but applies in other contexts as well, is a valid claim upon others that entails the liberty either to act or not to act, to be treated or not to be treated, in some particular way, given the requisite ability and opportunity. The "others" may be particular individuals, groups, members or representatives of society, or all human beings (including oneself).

2. One useful distinction of rights that cuts across the categories already drawn is that between positive rights--rights to other persons' positive actions--and negative rights--rights to other persons' omissions or forebearances. Usually positive rights relate to specific persons or agencies (in personam rights), while negative rights relate to anyone who might come along (in rem rights). Due process rights, for example, are, for the most part, positive and in personam rights. Rights against interference with free speech or against search and seizure are, for the most part, negative and in rem rights. For an administrator to throw up his hands against a negative rights claim and say, with feigned hopelessness, "What can I do?" may be inappropriate in that what he is really being asked is to refrain from customary behavior, not to do but at most to undo. That is, his response would be formally proper but would not suitably address the claim. This kind of response is maddening to students who are already upset by what they regard to be unjust action or neglect.

3. One may have claims that are important in terms of human relationships but cannot qualify as rights because they are not valid claims. That is, they do not yet count as grounds for any specific obligation of others toward oneself. At the very most, in such instances, one has the separate right to consideration but not the right to have one's specific claim met. In some counseling situations where a student is found to be quite ambivalent toward the institution, it might be useful to point out that he is at the same time asking it to meet his valid general claims as an adult citizen and wanting it to meet claims in a parental and institutionally invalid way. He might conceivably have it both ways, but he may also be helped by understanding the difference.

Moral Rights--Human Rights

4. Conceivably, some rights are so specifically stated within a code that no exception could possibly be made to their claims. In this case, the right would be absolute, by definition. Some have held that human rights are absolute. My own view is that they are all prima facie rights, not absolute; but this does not detract from their immense moral authority as ideal directives. A human right is accorded to an individual simply by virtue of the fact that he is a human being and in the light of some value or values placed upon human existence (some have chosen the capacity to reason and/or to suffer and enjoy as the
defining values, others more abstract values such as "well-being" and "freedom"; still others have instead pointed to an ultimate attitude of respect not grounded in any other value—a view I prefer because it seems to present fewer difficulties than the others do.)

5. Human rights are among the moral rights. Moral rights are not only valid claims but must be justified with respect to right-making principles that are appropriate to the moral context. (The latter qualification leaves open the possibility that some of these right-making principles will themselves be moral and some non-moral, e.g., aesthetic.) A person is moral or acts morally in his capacity as a human being, as a person in relation with another person or persons, as a person in a particular social relation or context, or as a person in a position of responsibility within the body politic—sometimes in all four capacities almost simultaneously. The moral context, in my view, includes all four levels of rights and obligations, and all degrees in between. Thus, a person may have moral obligations to himself as a singular and unique individual and quite apart from merely prudential considerations. This view further implies that political contexts, whatever else they may hold, normally have moral elements within them and are not to be totally separated from moral contexts in the defining of rights and obligations.

6. Historically, an interesting thing has happened with the conception of human rights. As societies have grown more affluent and complex (and there are probably other important variables too), lists of human rights appearing in official documents have gotten longer and more specific; in emphasis they have climbed progressively up the scale from personal to interpersonal to social to political relations. Two United Nations documents—the 1948 "Universal Declaration of Human Rights" and the 1959 "Declaration of the Rights of the Child"—are the preeminent examples of this progression in our own time. More recent statements of rights involving students, faculty, administrators and trustees bear similar qualities.

In short, the scope of moral obligations that are enjoined as ideals for all, beyond individual discretion, has grown enormously. The "Universal Declaration" movingly presents its list as "a common standard of achievement" and claims that "everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized." The declaration further holds it to be "essential, if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion against tyranny and oppression, that human rights should be protected by the rule of law" (emphasis added). This is the broadening moral atmosphere within which issues of "student rights" emerged in the 1960's, in the midst of the Vietnam War. In attempting to do something about it, the students tend to be ahead of the rest of us, though some faculty members, administrators and trustees have been correspondingly responsive.

7. See McInnes, Bibliography #35, for example, and the Index.
Legal Rights

7. What are "legal rights," then? And how can "the rule of law" help to protect human rights and other moral rights on campus? Legal rights are a class of claim-rights, as defined above, that are recognized or conferred by the state. Often, though not always, some valid means of coercion or constraint are attached to encourage, induce, or otherwise lead to compliance, and often penalties are attached for non-compliance. Legal rights do not necessarily contain moral considerations or moral force; but they may do so and may be regarded as such. Under a rule of law, some liberties are to be curtailed so that others may be attained, but not arbitrarily or maliciously or irrationally. Reference must always be made to the law itself. I would hold that unless one seeks overall to fulfill the law morally and with highest respect not for what one can "get away with" under the law but for what one can "best achieve" through the law, one tends to subvert the rule of law. College administrators are often extraordinarily free to choose the one way or the other--as students, faculty, and administrators themselves are sometimes painfully aware.

Only a small proportion of the interactions between people in a society or within an institution can normally be directly covered by the law, or perhaps should be. Thus, to restrict "student rights" to "legal rights" is to deal with a relatively small, albeit important, part of what is at issue concerning student-institutional relations. For the most part, the rule of law provides a framework within which humans may pursue moral and other significant ends.

Institutional Rights

8. Institutional rights are those specifically referred to the purposes, rules and regulations of an institution. They are like legal rights in every other respect and may include legal rights within their number. Sometimes a legal or institutional right is not interpreted or stated in such a way that one can tell what it entails or whether it conflicts with another such right or not. For example, "the right to an education" is a very broad statement, one on which it is difficult to get an agreed reading. If we ask what other rights within a college it might conflict with, the answer does not exactly come forth with a rush. The "right to inspect one's file" is specific and is therefore easier to compare with any possibly conflicting rights. The "right to a hearing in face of suspension" actually comprises several specific procedural due process rights and possibly some general ones as well. The "right to participate in student elections" is a discretionary right, because the student is not obligated to act upon his right. If, however, the college does not provide any significant issues or responsibilities for students to have elections about, abrogation of a more nearly fundamental right may be implied, even though elections are permitted.
9. A legal system generally develops by adjusting conflicting claims through more specific statements or procedures. The same would be true of a rational institutional system. This process does not imply that the rules will get increasingly narrower or that the procedures will become more rule-bound. To permit co-ed dorms, for instance, is not less specific than to prohibit them; in fact, it extends the boundaries of claims that can be made with respect to living arrangements. This example displays the broadening, enabling, liberating aspect of juridical principles. With further experience, however, exceptions are inevitably called for, either to protect the meaning of the right or to extend it or substantively to alter it. If this sophisticating process does not occur with housing regulations on a particular campus, it will likely emerge in other areas, e.g. where sex discrimination has become an issue.

The Academic Context

10. Nearly all the "student rights" decisions that have emerged in the courts, in the face of conflicting claims, have dealt with procedural rather than substantive rights. Apart from matters regarding free speech, privacy, the right to control one's own personal appearance (e.g. wear long hair), and the right to hear outside speakers, substantive issues have been difficult to adjudicate off campus.

   Indeed, the courts are rightly reluctant to interfere in matters that fall within the domain of academic judgment, even where these matters might intersect with other interests of the state. Such reticence, for example, has been so far markedly evident with respect to faculty grievance cases where the state provides for arbitration. I would expect the same to be true as students and others seek outside judgment on their campus grievances. This assessment is somewhat in the nature of a hope rather than a firm prediction, however, because as more specific criteria emerge regarding what does or does not constitute academic judgment, there is a real possibility that legal provisions might get more specific and directive than is healthful. Higher education institutions could readily bring about this state of affairs by failing to handle conflicting claims in the open, collegial and conciliatory manner appropriate to academic settings.

III. GUIDELINES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS CONCERNING STUDENTS

Undoubtedly there will be more interaction between court and campus in the years ahead. Much can be gained from this process that will aid the development of campus governance. On the other hand, judicial restraint with respect to many areas of college life should also encourage academics to put their own house in order. In Goldberg
v. Regents of University of California the court stated:

Historically, the academic community has been unique in having its own standards, rewards, and punishments. Its members have been allowed to go about their business of teaching and learning largely free of outside interference. To compel such a community to recognize and enforce precisely the same standards and penalties that prevail in the broader social community would serve neither the special needs and interests of the educational institutions, nor the ultimate advantages that society derives therefrom. Thus, in an academic community, greater freedoms and greater restrictions may prevail than in society at large, and the subtle fixing of these limits should, in a large measure, be left to the educational institution itself.

Detailed guidelines for campus reform can be gleaned from the legally oriented literature and from official statements on the rights of students and others within the campus community. My own primary recommendation, in fact, is that administrators and other interested persons find some organized way to familiarize themselves with such guidelines, which can at best be only alluded to here.

Gradually the judicial contribution is building up through case law. Equally important contributions are coming from independent efforts on campus. In these few pages, I borrow from both sectors in order to formulate a few general recommendations. In doing so, I am far more interested in stimulating further inquiry among campus practitioners than in persuading anyone to pursue some specific action, though I do not hesitate to reveal my own beliefs. Here, then, are some recommendations as to what might advance rational and appropriate administrative decision-making concerning students.

1. Consider alternative models of student-institutional relationships. (a) The classical in loco parentis doctrine has been dying in the courts, to be replaced largely, though not exclusively, by a constitutional approach. It is worth considering to what degree undesirable remnants remain on campus, and to what degree effective guidance and counseling has been sadly, mistakenly thrown out, as I believe, with the desirable relaxation of parental functions. The


9. Much of the literature cited in the Bibliography contains such guidelines, which can be pulled together through the Index. Among the more general summaries, Dale Gaddy's judicial guidelines on dealing with student activism for the junior college administrator are especially well stated (#24), as are various chapters in Law and Discipline, edited by Grace Holmes (#64). See Index under Student rights for statements, of which perhaps the most important is the 1967 "Joint Statement on Rights and Responsibilities of Students" (the text is reprinted in #51).
(b) contractual and (c) fiduciary relationships find their place within case law, particularly but not exclusively in relation to private colleges. Examining these possibilities in the light of basic educational goals and functions could enable administrators to help develop new programs and to form safeguards against turning academic process into an uncontrolled and impersonal commercial venture. In colloquial terms, two excesses also appear here that seem for the most part out of place within a genuinely academic setting: "the piper calls the tune" and "you pay your money and take your choice." (d) The constitutional approach is predominant within the courts. The student is regarded as a citizen, with full rights on and off campus. (e) The communal or joint-participatory approach is one that is so far suggested only through more ideal and indirect language in court opinions and that is most up to the institutions themselves. In my view, this is the only context within which problems that arise with the other approaches can be adequately and appropriately dealt with on campus, allowing the virtues of each to complement each other.

2. Consider which governance patterns are more or less appropriate for student involvement and in what respects. Richard C. Richardson's distinctions between involvements in day-to-day management, policy formulations, and review of administrative action are particularly apt for this purpose. These opportunities should be made explicit. Efforts should be put into their advancement just as committedly as those devoted to fiscal, program, and planning concerns.

3. Gain awareness of procedural distinctions that have developed within judicial experience and that might be applied, with some modification, to administrative practice. For example, a sensitive approach to student affairs could well benefit from an understanding of when to apply formal or informal procedures, i.e. those under specific rules and those more open to interpersonal exploration of issues. It would be useful to have in mind which kinds of offenses are matters for campus tribunals or for the civil or criminal courts (and, if so, what further responsibility can be undertaken for bail and other services). At the same time, such awareness might help to achieve a less elaborate set of disciplinary procedures on campus, with educational and communal aims built in, particularly to avoid establishing a severe, acrimonious criminal-type proceeding. Some grasp of the uses that can be made of questioning proceedings, as are employed in regulatory commissions, as opposed to the adversary proceedings used in the criminal courts, would also save much heartache. Efforts should further be made to avoid double jeopardy, which requires understanding when judiciary action, both on and off campus, would be appropriate and when it would not be.

10. See Bibliography #28 and other items by Richardson.

11. See Pettigrew, Bibliography #155.

12. See Karlesky, Bibliography #34, for a brief discussion of legal models.
4. When stated standards and policies must be relied upon, make them explicit and available—again, under the condition of communal involvement in their formulation, review, and change, where appropriate and feasible. The courts have already provided some criteria that would aid in avoiding discrimination, vagueness and overbreadth in such statements. One would also do well to consider when rules and regulations tend to be a disservice, notably when they are thought to supplant rather than to enhance and support morally-informed relationships.

5. Develop a campus judiciary system, formal and informal, that provides for procedural rights. In discipline cases, the courts have dwelt upon such features as specificity of rules, notice of charges, provision of a hearing, representation by counsel, confrontation and cross-examination of witnesses, selection of the panel, exclusion of certain evidence, written record, and appeal—all richly detailed in the literature.13 The ombudsman process is an excellent one for combining formal protections with informal values and for averting the need for more costly proceedings.14

6. Set up a list of policy areas to be developed that affect the more substantive rights—e.g. first amendment rights of free speech, free press, demonstration and dissent, hearing outside speakers; political and extracurricular activities; personal privacy and freedom, such as relate to living arrangements, personal appearance, pregnancy, confidentiality of records; and student employment. If such policy-making is approached with the aim of enabling action rather than simply of restricting action, this will be within the spirit, as opposed to the dead letter, of constitutional law.

7. Prepare for greater involvement with the courts. This is hard to predict; but there are signs.15 Counsel should be trained both to draw upon college law and to appreciate the special circumstances of academic life.

8. Lobby against legislative invasions of campus affairs, such as appeared during the height of student protest, notably through aid restrictions.16

13. The University of Michigan, for example, has recently formed a tripartite rule-making, panel-appointing University Council and a set of rules and procedures for a University Judiciary, which hears cases affecting faculty and administrators as well as students. This elaborate and thoughtful scheme was approved by student and faculty government, the administration, and the board of regents.

14. See Bibliography, #30, 37, and 79.

15. Robert O'Neil predicts a wide range of involvement with the courts, Bibliography #47.

16. See Index, Legislative responses to campus unrest.
9. Consider the number of roads that are being traveled toward greater student involvement in campus decision-making and their possible relations to each other. For example: use of student attorneys, work-study grants for leadership training, credit through independent study courses for critically examined experience in campus governance, student-run services (this may well increase very rapidly\textsuperscript{17}), improved student evaluation of teachers, student representation on boards of trustees.

10. Perhaps most important of all, improve skills for managing and utilizing conflict.\textsuperscript{18} If anything from legal experience is eminently applicable to campus situations, it is the necessity and ability to deal with conflict. The court alone, however, will not adequately instruct the campus as to what may or must be done. For that purpose, the campus has its own contribution to make.

\textsuperscript{17} See Wise, Bibliography \#48.

\textsuperscript{18} See Feltner and Goodsell on "The Academic Dean and Conflict Management" (Bibliography \#43) and Index.
II. BIBLIOGRAPHY

Although student rights and responsibilities are closely intertwined with those of administrators, faculty, and other college staff, the discussions that view the student situation from a legal standpoint are so far almost completely separate from those that treat the other aspects.

Only the student aspect is surveyed here, in a nearly exhaustive listing of the important items. I have already provided bibliographies on faculty bargaining and governance in recent publications (#8-10 below). At this time, the situations of non-academic staff require separate treatment, as does the relation of all these factors to the socio-political environment of higher education today. Works that consider only children's rights or the public school setting are also excluded, though several items refer to them. Other studies that deal with student protest and student participation in governance but not from a legal standpoint are likewise omitted, except for a brief section on community and junior college affairs.
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   C. Students in Collective Bargaining

II. Junior and Community College Situations
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III. The Legal Background
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The index, in effect, provides several mini-bibliographies, referring to the items by number. An asterisk (*) appears by forty-five items judged to be especially valuable for use by non-specialists or for general reference purposes.
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Several books listed in Part III are standard in this field. Sections I.B-C refer to still other general resources.

In addition to the four periodicals noted below, the following are also useful: Arbitration in the Schools, Change, Community and Junior College Journal (formerly Junior College Journal), Community College Review, Intellect (formerly School and Society), Journal of the College and University Personnel Association, and Journal of Higher Education.

The law reviews remain the chief resource for case reports and new interpretations, along with the standard legal digests and indexes.


3. Journal of College and University Law (1973- ). Formerly College Counsel; a quarterly published by the National Association of College and University Attorneys (see #1 above).


B. Faculty Rights and Responsibilities

Interest in faculty power has followed on the heels of the student power controversies of the late 1960's. A considerable literature has resulted. General and legal material that relates especially to faculty bargaining and governance I have listed in the extensive annotated bibliographies in Faculty Power and in Faculty Bargaining in the Seventies and in a more select annotated bibliography (##8-10). Reference to literature on non-faculty staff members is also made in these volumes. The other books listed are among the best in this rapidly expanding field of study.


C. Students in Collective Bargaining


    Change 5, no. 3 (April 1973), 9-10, 62.

    In Labor Relations in Higher Education. New York: Practising Law  
    Institute, Course Handbook Series no. 47, November-December 1972.

    tions in Higher Education."

    Includes detailed discussion of the Teaching Assistants Association,  
    which gained status as a bargaining agent by recognition at the  
    University of Wisconsin. In 1974, the Graduate Assistants Organiza-  
    tion at the University of Michigan achieved the same status.

II. COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGE SITUATIONS

    The following is a selection of a few books and some particularly  
    relevant articles. Since the special situations of community and junior  
    colleges have been largely ignored in the general discussion of campus  
    rights, and since many of the issues are only now rising to prominence  
    among those institutions, the listing is necessarily short. Nonetheless,  
    it contains material worth the attention of those chiefly interested in  
    other higher education contexts. Junior and community colleges are forced  
    to face fundamental issues regarding relations to the wider community that  
    some colleges can, unhappily, avoid or postpone at this time.

A. Books

1970

20. Carnegie Commission on Higher Education. The Open-Door Colleges:  

    A special report and recommendations, preliminary to the final report  
    of 1972.

1971


22. Medsker, Leland L., and Dale Tillery. Breaking the Access Barriers:  
    183 p.

    The profile succinctly presented in this Carnegie Commission study  
    includes projections and recommendations for the future. Commentary  
    by Joseph P. Cosand, 155-161.

1972


A comprehensive treatment, drawn from forty years of experience and study.


1973


B. Articles

1969


A thoughtful statement by one of the foremost students of these issues, listing areas of student involvements, rights and responsibilities appropriate to (1) management of the institution, (2) policy formulation, and (3) review of administrative action.
1970


Examination of several models: traditional, separate jurisdictional, both rejected; and alternative participatory models (Schoben's bicameral, Richardson's areas of responsibility, and the all-college senate models).


Personal testimony from an ombudsman for student grievances at New York University.


Experimental modes of administrative coordination and problem-solving, with detailed organization charts showing the use of a modified functional administration model versus line and staff types. See response in vol. 41, no. 5 (February 1971) by Charles A. Atwell and J. Fester Watkins, "New Directions for Administration--But for Different Reasons," 17-19, drawing their rationale for broader participation in governance from organizational behavior studies.


Examination of several models: traditional, separate jurisdictional, both rejected; and alternative participatory models (Schoben's bicameral, Richardson's areas of responsibility, and the all-college senate models).


Personal testimony from an ombudsman for student grievances at New York University.


Experimental modes of administrative coordination and problem-solving, with detailed organization charts showing the use of a modified functional administration model versus line and staff types. See response in vol. 41, no. 5 (February 1971) by Charles A. Atwell and J. Fester Watkins, "New Directions for Administration--But for Different Reasons," 17-19, drawing their rationale for broader participation in governance from organizational behavior studies.

1971


Argues for representation on boards more nearly proportional to the make-up of the several sub-communities of the college, including students, faculty and administration, with a minority of publicly elected members. See Mary Lou Zoglin's opposing response. "Elect the Board from the Community," in vol. 42, no. 7 (April 1972), 21-23; by the president of California's De Anza College board.


Continuing trends for the 1970's: (1) demise of the academic mystique through outside criticisms, (2) decline in administrative autonomy, (3) increased standardization of governance procedures and codes, (4) greater need for conflict recognition and management, (5) greater decentralization, (6) challenges to academic professionalism. Several implications are considered.
Important distinctions are drawn between adversary and questionary proceedings, formal and informal approaches, academic and non-academic offenses, and matters appropriate to campus tribunals versus the civil or criminal courts.


The statement is explained and placed in the context of official statements regarding faculty, student and administrative rights. Lewis B. Mayhew responds: "Thoughts on 'A Statement of Rights for College Administrators'," id., 387-391.


See his 1972 books. He regards the move away from the production model to the humanistic model the most fundamental issue for community colleges in the 1970's.


Some practical strategies and dilemmas are outlined in terms of organization theory. See 'Comment by W. Max Wise," id., 540-542.


"Accountability" within a "participatory" scheme.

1972


Police presence in the eight Los Angeles community colleges.


Outline of current problems uncovered by research, of ways to help students become more competent observers and of exchanging information.


Informed discussion of changing roles for deans, of proven effectiveness of confrontation methods for dealing with conflict, and of recommended ways to serve as a leader in problem-solving—as initiator, defendant, and conciliator. Compare the excellent article by David W. Leslie in the same issue, 702-719: "Conflict Management in the Academy: An Exploration of the Issues."

44. Smith, Albert B. "Department Chairmen: Neither Fish nor Fowl. Junior College Journal 42, no. 6 (March 1972), 40-43.


1973


Questions are raised regarding purposes, results, protection, and institutional context related to "due process"; tenure and student discipline are used as examples.


Some hypotheses about the future of legal involvements in higher education by an experienced legal observer.


Excellent survey of possibilities and constraints in the rise of student corporations for student services.
III. THE LEGAL BACKGROUND

A. Books

1961


A standard work. See his 1971 updating articles (#135) and his 1974 book (#76), continued through the bimonthly College Law Digest, which he edits.

1968


1969


Useful outlines and texts. Note especially Dale Gaddy's discussion for the junior college administrator. Contents: Roy Lucas, "Stu-

1970


The A.B.A.'s Committee on Student Rights and Responsibilities, Law Student Division, also issued Model Code for Student Rights, Responsibilities, and Conduct in 1969.


Revision of its 1961 handbook. Useful outline and guidelines on major issues.


Report of Special Committee on Campus Tensions, Sol M. Linowitz, chairman.


Practical guidelines by the general counsel to the United States National Student Association.


The Commission, headed by William W. Scranton, covered student protest of the 1960's, with special reports on Kent State and Jackson State and recommendations.


1971


Brief account of some cases relating to student and faculty affairs, administration, and academic program, and a sample of torts.


*In popular style, the author discusses student rights issues for both high school and college students, including summaries of numerous cases.*


1972


*A text and casebook for students and administrators.*


*This is seventh in a series of volumes by the same title but giving information and interpretations on various aspects of college law, begun in 1936. See Chambers’ 1973 book on faculty and staff. Covered: obligation of divorced parents to pay college expenses, admission as a student, progress in racial desegregation, exclusion for academic reasons, conferring degrees, tuition fees and other charges, differential fees, financial aids, facets of student life, dormitory residents, unreasonable searches and seizures, confidentiality of records, torts against students, freedom of speech and assembly, speaker bans, student organizations, student press, due process in disciplinary proceedings, disciplinary rules, state statutes as applied to campus disruptions, use of injunctions and other judicial orders, selective service.*


1973


See also his 1972 book. Covered: inception of the contract, termination of non-tenure contracts, termination of the contracts of probationary faculty members, the Roth and Sindermann decisions of June 29, 1972, tenure and promotion, compensation issues, discharge for cause, suspension, resignation, retirement, discrimination, freedom of speech, expression, assembly, petition, loyalty oaths, freedom of association, including collective negotiations, and provisions regarding non-academic staff and regarding the president, administrative staff and board members.

1974


This is the basis from which the NACUA bimonthly College Law Digest has continued to digest cases under Blackwell's editorship.

B. Articles

1968


Presents group participative model versus participatory democracy or traditional bureaucracy, in view of the current shift from "in loco parentis" to identification of student rights with civil liberties and in view of the validity of many student concerns.


Systematic study on academic freedom of teachers (1065-1128) and students (1128-1159).


Overview of issues.


Argues for application of due process principles of vagueness and overbreadth to college regulations.

The author is among the most thoroughgoing and reflective contributors to college law, on a wide range of issues concerning substantive rights and procedural due process.


A general and thoughtful discussion by the then president of the American Council on Education.


A survey of issues.

1969


An in-depth analysis of one among the many legislative responses to campus unrest from 1968 to 1970.

91. Bible, Paul A. "The College Dormitory Student and the Fourth Amendment--A Sham or a Safeguard?" University of San Francisco Law Review 4, no. 1 (October 1969), 49-64.


Article 129A, N.Y. Laws of 1969, ch. 191, requires all private and public higher education institutions in the state to adopt rules and regulations to maintain order.


Survey of fourth amendment protections for university dormitory residents and of the few related decisions regarding search and seizure.

This, like most of the literature, focuses on the University situation but with modifications can be applied to any higher education setting.


Contrasts the contractual, constitutional, tort, and fiduciary approaches.


Regarding fourteenth amendment prohibitions against state action.


Brief discussion of authority to regulate student conduct outside the classroom and of the purposes, limitations, enforcement, and hearing procedures regarding such regulation.


Jurisdiction, due process and related issues.


Reflection on "state action" implications of *Powell v. Miles* (1968).


Historical background: from in loco parentis status, to contractual relation, to constitutional protection. Part of an international symposium on "Student Power in University Affairs," 331-417.

Introduction plus course outline with citations of relevant cases.


A well-formed description and brief evaluation of constitutional provisions regarding student rights and due process by the then Visiting Professor at Yale Law School.

1970


A basic essay by a University of Florida law professor, drawing from social science and philosophy of law as well as from the literature on student protest.


108. Doggett, Lloyd. Note--"Legal Ethics--Constitutional Law--Despite Restriction by the Board of Regents and Possible Ethical Objections, the Students' Attorney Act of the University of Texas at Austin Represents an Initial Effort Toward the Provision of Group Legal Services for Students." *Texas Law Review* 48, no. 6 (June 1970), 1215-1222.


112. Furay, Sally M. Note--"Legal Relationship Between the Student and the Private College or University." San Diego Law Review 7, no. 2 (May 1970), 244-267.

Historical background and recent development of the constitutional protection of student rights.


Although the brief discussion relates more specifically to public school administration, the tracing of three trend periods is informative for postsecondary settings as well--from judicial skepticism of any governmental interference with the rights of citizens (late 19th to 1930's), to judicial deference to administrative decision-making, to the recent return to skepticism.


A study of riders attached to federal bills terminating or prohibiting federal aid to individuals involved in campus disturbances.


Examination of some cases regarding student conduct rules, disciplinary proceedings, student expression--in both secondary and post-secondary schools.


118. Maxwell, Richard. Comment--"Rules of Evidence in Disciplinary Hear-


The problem arises when a student is ordered to testify under threat of expulsion in college hearings before related criminal trials have been completed. May his testimony be admissible as evidence at the trial? Fourteenth amendment and "state action" considerations.


Legislative reactions, the vagueness issue.


New York State legislation, 1969, and subsequent court action. See the 1969 Crary article (#92).


Comparison of recent cases relating to traditional exclusion of federal jurisdiction in cases where a plaintiff is not deprived of due process by actions of a state rather than a purely private person.


General survey by a Berkeley Professor of Law.


Procedures for obtaining injunctive relief are described and evaluated, and the underlying equitable and constitutional principles considered.

Little evidence of direct deterrent effect of applying severe formal sanctions was found for academic situations or others studied by social scientists, though some indirect effect on campus climate was apparent.


A detailed consideration of speech rights: background, scope of protection, student activities having first amendment implications.


A discussion of instances and cases.

129. Weston, Charles H. Note--"Constitutional Law--First Amendment--When a Speaker May Be Excluded at a State University." Mercer Law Review 21, no. 3 (Summer 1970), 689-694.


Brief discussion of the contractual rather than constitutional principles said to govern the situation of the private college.


1971


Survey of relevant cases and recommendation of due process and equal protection standards under the fourteenth amendment.

A well-presented essay on issues necessary to consider in order to shape a fair proceeding and to achieve a warmly cooperative setting.


A continuation of coverage begun in his 1961 and 1974 books, listed above (##49, 76).


A basic essay on many of the key issues.


A brief review of the background and current legal issues prepared for college attorneys by a legal counsel for Princeton University.


Well-prepared analysis of the student protest problem, survey of student rights from a legal perspective, some proposed solutions for eight classes of people involved.


This is among the best-outlined accounts and interpretations of the federal riders.


 Raises question of the extent to which the powers of the outside community should be brought to bear on campus problems and proposes appointment of a judicial branch within a state higher education board or commission to establish special judicial officers to handle such issues.


At the federal level: the Federal Organized Crime Control Act of 1970, higher education acts, Treasury and Justice Department warnings about the tax status of colleges and universities, use of the Federal Corrupt Practices Act of 1964, and proposed legislation in the 91st Congress--all examined and evaluated in their relation to campus unrest, with brief reference to action among the state legislatures.


150. Note--"Bringing the Vagueness Doctrine on Campus." Yale Law Journal 80, no. 6 (May 1971), 1261-1291.


Detailed and thoughtful reconstruction of the history and current issues.


Ohio University professor of business law examines the due process concept and sets forth procedural guidelines regarding student discipline.


Also in Law and Society Review 5, no. 4 (May 1971), 563-570. Presents grounds for release of the accused on his own recognizance as an alternative to the bail system, allowing for existence of community ties for the transient student similar to those he would have in his own home town.


Discussion of three sections in the Ohio Revised Code.

Professor of government presents guidelines to determine the effects and limits of several constitutional rights in relation to campus discipline policy.


1972


The California State Colleges procedures, text and explanation, with related California Administrative Code Sections, and related memoranda from Epstein as General Counsel.


Suggestion of procedural standards regarding notice and hearings; and of substantive regulations affecting first and fourth amendment rights of students.


Examination of legislative responses. See his 1971 article (§157).


A National Association of Student Personnel Administrators study.


1973


Administrative rights and responsibilities to determine institutional goals and standards, define standards of student conduct, to apply the standards and to exact appropriate penalties.


Well-ordered discussion of historical background and present practice; contrasts between student-university contract law and the general law of contract.


A study of case law.

Several conclusions are drawn from a study of cases.


Study of federal cases concerning procedural due process and equal protection rights of students.


Problem-oriented seminar held during Fall Term, 1971.


Application of cases regarding constitutional rights to the campus by an Ohio University professor of business law.
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